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The impact of that fire, which burnt
just about all of the Park east of Dorset Vale Road, has been far more emotional. The fire continued and burnt out
about 1700 hectares of the Mount Bold Reservoir Reserve and adjacent private property and council land, more
than 2500 hectares in all.

A devastating heart-wrench for the Friends group was learning that the home of Donna and Don Reid was also
destroyed along with Donna’s amazing artworks and years and years of Don’s personal bird observation records.
Testament to their local good-standing in the community has been the many spontaneous offers of support.
If you would like to donate something to help Donna and Don, go to the following “go fund me” page.

https://www.gofundme.com/f/don-and-donna-reids-bushfire-support
In the haze of coming to terms with what has been destroyed – which nearly a month later still immobilises many
of us at times – is the task ahead. We have been counting the losses – 30 years of carefully guiding the creek-lines
towards their natural state, habitat loss for thousands (who really knows?) of mammals, reptiles and birds – let
alone the insects and other invertebrates and how many actually perished in the fire. However, the task is not ours
alone. The bush itself is already leading the way, with Yacca plants showing evident regeneration within a few days.
Banksia, Hakea and Sheoak pods have burst and shed their seeds.

Above: Minister David Speirs and local MP Josh Teague with
Mike Williams, Executive Director NPWS SA, at the fire ground,
with James Crocker of SA Water in the background (photo Jim).

Above: Landscape SA Hills & Fleurieu staff visited the park
and lent their support to the restoration efforts.

A major proportion of what is needed has been just sorting through all the offers of assistance, and how to
prioritise them. Whilst heads of departments have been openly supportive, our very real appreciation goes to our
team of Rangers – especially Brent and Jen who gave much of themselves while living with their own grief at the
destruction. The bush after a fire is a bit like a busted leg – splint it up and wait for it to heal naturally. But it also
needs to be set right so that recovery to full function is assured. So much on offer is money, by way of donations
and grant applications. The ‘project’ to recovery will take three to five years at least. Most of the substantial work
will be done by paid contractors; but alongside this is the need for dedicated, regular, skillful on ground work by
volunteers. There is a small group of our Friends who
are working through all the tasks that are to be done
and we will use our email and Facebook facilities to
keep you informed of progress.
For now, the Park is closed to all except organised and
approved work in the western, unburnt area by
members of the Friends of Scott Creek Conservation
Park. Safety is the major factor. Many mature trees are
quite unstable, and some have dramatically collapsed.
Some roots may still be burning.
What can you do? If you are not already a member and
you would like to be part of this project, skip to our
website and join up with FoSCCP for just $10.00 and the
opportunity to get into some seriously satisfying work.
Jim Spiker

Above: Brent and Jim at Tom’s Outlook on Cup Gum Track,
looking south over the fire ground.

A blackened, but hopeful world
I remember exactly
where I was
when I read the news
about the flames
that had taken hold
of a place
so dear to me.
A place etched
deep in
my mind,
in my memory.
A place that my
heart calls
when it needs
to escape.
To calm.
To feel alive.
To feel connected.
And now,
it was turning to ashes.
My heart sunk.
I know the landscape
needs fire to replenish,
to grow stronger,
to be renewed.
But that does little
to reassure the panic.
Watching it all unfold
was torturous for many.
But I am forever grateful
for the heroes
that worked tirelessly
to save so many homes,
but we are forever broken
for the ones they couldn’t.
And for those
who lost so much;
it’s easy to let hope
slip through your fingers
But don’t let it.
You need it
just like the air we breathe.
Grieve,
but don’t do it alone.
It is our shared grief
that will pave the way
for healing.
For strength.
Weep.
Feel it leave your body.
You’ll get through this.

And to our precious park…
The same heart
that called for you
Now weeps for you.
We know you have a process,
a way of responding.
You were built for it.
And soon,
the bracken fern
will begin to reach
out its fingers and
slowly unfurl
into a blackened,
but hopeful world.
As will we.
And, as she always does,
our park will be waiting
with her gentle birdsong
to calm our minds
and mend
our broken hearts.
And just as the bandicoots
start digging again,
and the antechinus
start climbing,
we will start
to rebuild.
Jason Tyndall

Shock, loss, death & disaster and grief & trauma - pathways to recovering:
In the aftermath of the fire, we wanted to include something about this kind of life experience. All of us who care
about the park share in a sense of shock, loss and grief following the fire and a wish (if we can) to be supportive in
some way. However, individually we will be different in the way it impacts on us and in the meanings each of us will
give it, based on what part it plays in our lives and as we think and learn more about it and discuss it with others.
Fortunately FoSCCP is blessed to have its long-term culture of respect for each other which is so helpful amidst the
swirl of shared thoughts, activity and reactions that occur at such challenging times. What follows refers to
individuals, but some of it can be applied to our group. It may be useful to someone now, or perhaps at some time
in the future.
So let’s be kind with our care and expectations of ourselves - and with what is expected of others (not only those
around you, but also those with official or other roles they must undertake). In life’s crises (big and small) no-one
can really see from the outside what might be going on for someone else, nor just what else they may be dealing
with in their lives. Our individual reactions to small and larger crises (which will alter over time) are a complex result
of many things such as our varying personalities (e.g. emotional/placid; reflective/task-orientated), the usefulness
of our physical, psychological, social and economic resources, and our previous life experiences. We learn different
things from these, some that help us and others that may act as a hindrance. Reflecting on this (and our past
behaviours) can help us become wiser and choose what serves us better.
Just being alive means we’ll experience various kinds of loss or disaster that may shock us to varying degrees (and
not necessarily in proportion to what objectively has occurred). Other people may not understand its meaning to us
and therefore our responses. Sudden and unexpected, severe or highly significant shocks amidst our normal
routines can overwhelm our self-control and trigger a natural flight/freeze/fight reaction along with a rush of
adrenalin that (if we’re not frozen!) can energise our thinking and actions for some time. Other chemical reactions
can produce a feeling of numbness. It feels as though there is a glass wall between you and the outside world
(which continues on its way regardless). These chemical reactions can help people manage necessities in the
immediate aftermath, but may hinder sleep and digestion until they later wear off (so smaller meals and cat-naps
can be useful, as can some appropriate activity and exercise - perhaps while you talk things over with a kind friend).
Crying is both normal and beneficial. Stress hormones can be excreted in tears, leaving a calmer feeling.
After some weeks (the time depends on the person and how shocked they were), people may be concerned to
find themselves getting more emotional and tired, which will be the result of those adrenalin and stress chemicals
wearing off as you move through the experience. It may provide some peace of mind (about yourself or someone
close to you) to talk with your doctor, who can also refer you for some free sessions with a psychologist or social
worker (some specialise in these areas). Differences in people’s reactions can be an added stress in families (or
social networks) and understanding (and extra support) can help us be more tolerant and maintain important
connections.
During the aftermath, having some degree of a daily structure helps (especially for children), as does realising
you can make choices (however small). It provides a sense of regaining some control in your life, as does choosing
who you want to be with and for how long. Just getting through smaller amounts of time (even as little as one hour)
can feel less overwhelming than spending a lot of time thinking far into the future. Some things don’t need to be
done immediately. Anger and guilt are better used constructively. Offset those ‘What ifs/if only/why didn’t I/they
…? by noticing and appreciating some positive things (however tiny) in yourself or others around you. It helps us
feel better, improves our health and creates a degree of hope for the future. Any positive step taken, however
small, is moving you forward.
Crises (big and small, shared or personal) do contain opportunities. People can gain understanding and life skills.
Knowing you have survived can provide a sense of strength (and also give hope to others). This is something the
park fire will offer us (although we’ll still be working through and sharing in various degrees of grief about it). Just
as the park will come back in its own varying ways, so will we.
Best wishes, Jenny (contact details on newsletter’s last page).

Further reputable information
https://www.redcross.org.au/getmedia/e5dd400b-d18c-4e6f-ae9c-fbe55b25a6f4/
LookingAfterYourselfandYourFamilyAfterDisaster.pdf.aspxmall
A small book (first published in 1989 by ABC Books) by well-respected grief and bereavement counsellors https://
www.dymocks.com.au/book/coping-with-grief-5th-edition-by-dianne-mckissock-and-mal-mckissock-978073333

This S.A. website may be useful, but it focuses on death-related grief https://grieflink.org.au/about-us-2/

Children’s reactions at various ages and managing this https://parenting.sa.gov.au/pegs/PEG06-Grief-and-loss.pdf
Danielle Clode (a previous FoSCCP AGM speaker) includes some useful psychological insights about sudden
disasters in her well-regarded book about fires and fighting “A Future in Flames” Melbourne University Press, 2010.

******************************************************************************************

MEDIA RELEASE
Tuesday 16 February 2021

A Plea for Action to Save Local Biodiversity:
Over twenty businesses and conservation organisations are
calling on nature-lovers to help endangered wildlife reeling
from the impact of the recent Cherry Gardens bushfire.
The Adelaide Hills bushfire, sparked on January 24, left a
devastating 2700-hectare hole in wildlife habitat. Several
South Australian conservation groups have expressed their
concern about the Cherry Gardens bushfire.
Friends of Scott Creek President, Jim Spiker said, “We have
been shocked by the continuing reports of hundreds of native
animals that have been casualties of this fire. The terrain is
unrecognizable with lush undergrowth reduced to powdery
ash. We cannot estimate the number of birds that have
perished. Our long-term bird-banding program processed 379
birds in 2019 with over 20% being recaptures. Many of these
were more than 4 years old but included a White-browed
Scrubwren of 17+ years. All of these recaptures were
processed within 200 metres of their first capture. The habitat
for these birds no longer exists.”.

The Friends volunteers are urging state government and local authorities to commit to the 5 years needed to
ensure habitat recovery across the burnt area by: (1) increasing best-practice bushcare for wildlife-friendly weed
control; (2) sustaining grazing control (feral deer and goats and managing kangaroo impacts); and (3) monitoring
wildlife numbers to ensure our actions are helping their recovery. In the meantime, local wildlife groups are
banding together to encourage the public to help.
What nature loving people can do to help:
In your backyard – protect all bushland habitat on your property, provide habitat for wildlife survivors by laying
large hollow logs, and share wildlife sightings on iNaturalist so we have a better picture of who’s survived
and where.
In your local bushland – volunteer to help Friends of Scott Creek Conservation Park with bushcare and surveys
to protect habitat in the unburnt area – and burnt area when it’s safe.
Contact your local member of parliament to help Mount Bold Reserve and Scott Creek Conservation Park get
the 3–5 years of support needed – for wildlife, and for everyone who wants to them to stay wild.
Donate to the Friends of Scott Creek Conservation Park Fire Recovery Project. A Go-Fund Me has been
established at https://gofund.me/d3e9cc50

The bushfire primarily ravaged across the Mt. Bold Reservoir Reserve and Scott Creek Conservation Park – a
biodiversity hotspot that is home to many native wildlife. As Dr Jasmin Packer, University of Adelaide Wildlife
Ecologist, explains, “the core remaining habitat for nationally endangered Chestnut-rumped Heathwren and
Southern Brown Bandicoots, and our tiny Brown Thornbills, is right here in the heart of the Mt. Lofty Ranges”. “Six
of our 14 long-term mammal monitoring sites were decimated by the fire. Bandicoots have been spotted in the
habitat refuge near one of those sites – but we need to support their habitat to recover as quickly as possible so
they can re-colonise throughout the burn area”.

Above: Southern Brown Bandicoot (Isoodon obesulus).
Photo—Jasmin Packer.

Above: Brown Thornbill (Acanthiza pusilla).
Photo—Jim Spiker

Fire crews and staff at the National Parks and Wildlife Service worked tirelessly to protect the park and ensure
residents’ safety. While they tackle the challenge of making the area safe for everyone, local residents and
community conservation groups are keen to get started with caring for their park. The summer fires of 2019-20 saw
the nation lose over one billion animals and, in this biodiversity hotspot, the precarious remaining habitat was
already facing pressure from housing developments, little-by-little land clearing, and climate change.
Our evidence-based 5 year plan would continue to be community-led collaboration with state government and our
other partners. Our Hills community, including National Parks and Wildlife staff, are pitching in but we can’t do it
alone – we need a clear 5 year commitment to jobs for best-practice bushcare, grazing control, and wildlife
monitoring to ensure we help their populations recover. Our endangered wildlife, and everyone who cares about
them, will benefit as we harness the very best of our conservation community to protect this beloved Adelaide Hills
biodiversity hotspot.
Many conservation groups, tourism providers and wildlife rehabilitators were affected by the fire and are worried
about the impacts on wildlife populations if their habitat isn’t protected over the long haul of fire recovery ahead.
ENDS—thanks to Marian MacLucus of Save Our Wildlife Foundation Inc. and Jasmin Packer for their work on this
press release and other social media.

Brent and Jim walking along Twisted Chimney Track

Christmas at the Butlers: Once again we held our Christmas get-together at the Butler’s home. Jim presented a
letter from Minister Speirs, certificate and badge to FoSCCP members who have achieved milestone this year,
including 30 year members: Sue Braddock-Smith, Don & Donna Reid, and Donella Peters; 25 year members: John
and Rosemary Butler. Absent were Arline Thompson (30yr), Barb Howes, Jane Juttner and Margaret Killick (20yr).

Above: Donna and Don after receiving their 30 year badge
and certificate with Kerry (photo Petra).

Above: John and Rosemary were presented with their 25
year badge and certificate, along with a letter from Minister
David Speirs (photo Petra).

Left: Jim addressing our general meeting at
Cherry Gardens Hall, when information was
shared about the bushfire and our
restoration planning (photo Petra).

We were thrilled to receive a $2,500 Community Development Grant from Adelaide Hills Council in
November. The grant has been used to purchase a Brushcutter and three cordless drills to assist in our
bushcare efforts, with the remainder for some additional contractor work. This has already been spent on
Blackberry treatment in areas where primary control has previously been undertaken. Below are photos of
the brushcutter and one of the cordless drills with their accessories.

Autumn’s arrival
Jason Tyndall
As summer takes its last gasp and the final petals begin to fall from the Christmas Bush the earth awaits the clouds
to quench its thirst with autumn rains.
Once the soil is renewed with moisture and the dry edges of autumn dampen the wildflowers and fungi begin to
awaken.
This year will be different as they push their way through blackened ash-covered earth. Some will be ready to
bloom so magnificently that our hearts will dance with awe and we’ll be reminded of the beauty that follows the
dreaded flames of summer.
Here are some beautiful life forms that you may encounter over autumn:
Parson’s Bands

Fringed Hare Orchid

(Eriochilus sp. Hills Woodland)

(Leporella fimbriata)

One of the earliest orchids to bloom with its delicate
white petals on show in open woodland areas throughout
Park.

A lovely encounter that blooms subtly in woodlands and
healthlands in a handful of spots in the Park. It takes on
the appearance of hare with its long ears.

Peter Watton

Peter Watton
Horse Dung Fungus

Turkey Tail

(Pisolithus arrhizus)

(Trametes versicolor)

As its name suggests this fungi resembles horse dung and
common along paths in the Park.

Growing in clusters on dead branches, logs, and wooden
fence posts this bracket fungi is an easy one to identify
and spot across the Park.

Jason Tyndall

Jason Tyndall

Bushcare activities:
The Almanda bush gardening group have continued their work in Almanda and Scott Creeks, fortunately the
Almanda Creek section of this project area avoided significant impact from the fire. Here is a summary of our other
scheduled bushcare activities over summer:
1st December 2020—7 volunteers patrolled The Panhandle treating woody weeds including Boneseed, Montpellier
Broom, Erica and Sollya, together with a few Watsonia bulbs.
13th December 2020—5 volunteers patrolled for and found many Sollya through Helipad Hill west, north of Ash
Gully, together with scattered Boneseed and African Daisy, and a few Blackberry and Erica.
26th December 2020—6 volunteers patrolled the eastern side of Scott Creek for miscellaneous woody weeds,
finding many Montpellier Broom, together with a few Boneseed, Wild Rose, African Daisy and some Blackberry, and
also dealing with Spear Thistle and St John’s Wort.

Above: treating English Broom near gate 1

Above: morning tea on Proclamation Day along Scott Creek.

1st January 2021—6 volunteers patrolled the top edge of Number 1 Block, adjacent to Nicholls Road, finding and
treating a variety of weeds including Acacia longifolia, Blackberry, Boneseed, English Broom, Montpellier Broom,
Sollya and one Agapanthus.
10th January 2021—7 volunteers came out on a pretty hot morning, so we changed our plans and worked on
English Broom and Erica near the old ranger’s house at gate 1.
23rd January 2021—cancelled due to total fire ban.
2nd February 2021—cancelled due to Cherry Gardens bushfire.

Above left: Sollya had strangled the stem of this Cup Gum
before being cut & swabbed.

Above right: Erica knocked out below its lignotuber using a
full size block-splitter, at the large infestation near gate 1.

14th February 2021—10 volunteers attended our first bushcare activity following a special exemption from
NPWSSA allowing activities to resume in the unburnt western parts of the park. We spent the first part of the
morning talking through the recent events and sharing our thoughts and feelings, before heading up the hillside
behind Almanda car park treating Boneseed, African Daisy and Fleabane.
27th February 2021—15 volunteers, including a couple of children, spent a productive morning working in Almanda
west, down through Powerline Gully. The area was in remarkably good condition with only scattered woody weeds.
Additional bushcare work was also undertaken, with Blackberry sprayed near our bird banding site at gate 20 in
Panhandle east; Blackberry, Periwinkle, Rock Rose, Wild Rose and English Broom sprayed at the old ranger’s house
at gate 1, plus a Desert Ash drilled and filled; Periwinkle sprayed near the Mackereth Cottage car park, another bird
banding site; Blackberry sprayed in Blechnum Creek adjacent Gurr Road Track bird banding site; and Salvation Jane
more Blackberry sprayed at the gate 20 bird banding site, and Blackberry sprayed in Powerline Gully and Mineshaft
Gully.

Above: The team got together for a chat at Almanda car
park before heading up the gully to do some bushcare.

Above: Some of the team gathering up the gully behind
Almanda car park, as they plan their next move.

Contractor work being undertaken in the park:
The only contractor work undertaken during the summer months was follow-up Blackberry spraying throughout
the Mackereth Creek and Fox Bog system upstream of Twisted Chimney, either side of the creekline in Almanda
Valley, along Scott Creek upstream of the Mackereth Cottage car park, and at Fern Creek near Bandicoot Track and
the Crossroads. All of these areas have received treatment by both contractors and volunteers in the past few
years.
The timing wasn’t quite perfect, because all of this work was done in the two weeks prior to the Cherry Gardens
fire. This means that, except for the work done in Almanda Valley, which was not affected by the fire, at least some
of the rest of the spraying is unlikely to have had sufficient time to take effect on the Blackberry before it was
burnt. Some work was done following up the Blackberry spraying in the Panhandle with left over funding.
On a positive note, follow-up of the Blackberry will be significantly easier as we will be able to locate and target
regrowth from its crowns before the native vegetation also regenerates post-fire. We can also hope that some of
the Blackberry will not have survived the fire at all.

A pond in Scott Creek where Blackberry has been treated by contractors over the years, and after the Cherry Gardens fire.

Bird Banding Notes:
We had a very quiet morning to start our banding in December followed by a very busy two days just before
Christmas. An average weekend followed before the so-called ‘Cherry Gardens’ (known better as Scott Creek/
Mount Bold Reserve) fire event burnt through three-quarters of the Park. We were unable to band again until 20th
February.
Fortunately, Don had our banding records and equipment in his vehicle and we only lost the weighing bags in the
fire. Since then Don has found a further supply from his geological surplus store and Jen Pitman has arranged a
donation of a further 50 bags – we now have more than before the fire.
Banding has been regularly conducted at 11 sites throughout Scott Creek CP. The fire has destroyed the habitat at 9
of those sites, leaving only Derwentia Valley and the
Panhandle untouched. You can read back to the previous
issue of Bandicoot Tails for my thinking about how
important banding has been in recognising that many
small birds have made a permanent home in the thick
scrub within a 200-metre radius of where they were first
banded. This habitat has been reduced to dusty ash (see
photo right). Our banding program will be modified for a
time, and we will monitor the return of the undergrowth
and the birds.
We have been out over 4 weekends in this quarter and
netted 93 birds from 16 species and with 17 recaptures,
although to be fair, 3 of the recaptures were returns
from the day before.
6 Dec 2020

PH Panhandle

6 birds

Above: The Twisted Chimney banding site after the fire
(photo Jim).

3 species

3 retraps

The weather was unkind to us and we packed up at around 9:00 am because it was too wet and windy. Silvereyes
(4) made us busy early and we were pleased to get a 5+ Superb Fairy-wren in fine plumage. These were joined by a
solitary White-browed Scrubwren.

Above: Despite the weather, we had some visitors from the
Friends of Belair NP’s Bush Buddies program.

19-20 Dec 2020

MC Mackereth Cottage

55 birds

Above: The very handsome 5+ year old male Superb Fairywren at our Panhandle banding site.

11 species 10 retraps

The capture was prolific on Saturday with 37 birds and kept us processing until after noon. The first visitor was a
Sacred Kingfisher – these are regularly seen along this section of Scott Creek. Two longer-term inhabitants of this
stretch of the creek also returned – a 6+ Golden Whistler and a 5+ White-naped Honeyeater. Over the weekend we
processed seven White-naped Honeyeaters which was hardly surprising after their frequent sighting and nesting
along the creek. The other bird of note was a European Goldfinch, a species we have not banded for some years.
Red-browed Finches were out in abundance, we banded 11 as well as White-browed Scrubwrens (8), Golden
Whistlers (8 including two juveniles) and Superb Fairy-wrens (9).

Above: Sacred Kingfisher at our recently named Kingfisher
Dam in recognition of their regular appearance nearby.

16-17 Jan 2021

GR Gurr Road

18 birds

Above: A very rufous-coloured young Golden Whistler –
typical of juveniles in this species (photo Jim).

7 species

5 retraps

This treasure-trove of bird life is usually busier than we experienced this weekend but a middle-age Striated
Thornbill (7+) and two younger specimens at 2+ were welcome. Among the four Red-browed Finches was a return
at 3+. Six Striated Thornbills made up a third of our captures.

Above: A juvenile Grey Fantail at gate 4 banding site.

20-21 Jan 2021

AB Almanda Battery

Above: Gate 4 banding in January.

8 birds

6 species

1 retrap

We decided to band over the road from the fire-scar, about 400 metres from our MT Mineshaft Track site. A hope
in this site selection was that we may get some evidence that birds had escaped across the road. This hope was
fulfilled by one young male Superb Fairy-wren which had been
banded at MT last year. The site is named for the relics of the
mining battery ruins and nets were set up around the
perimeter of the grassy area. We made up for a lack of
numbers (of birds) with the biomass contribution of two
Australian Magpies – one each day. This gave Diana another
species family tick on her soon to be half-way point towards
an A-Class licence. (Did someone promise Cake?) One
aftermath of the fire is an increased interest in banding; over
20 people attended across the two mornings. This new site
yielded usual suspects: Superb Fairy-wrens (5), Brown
Thornbills (2), New Holland Honeyeaters (2), Red-browed
Finches (2) and a White-browed Scrubwren.
Jim Spiker

Above: Maggies are a lot quieter in the hand than
their reputation would have you imagine (photo Jim).

Photo Gallery:

Above: View across Bushrat Creek towards Cup Gum
Track—note this was one of the few areas that still had a
reasonable amount of green foliage, and was also where a
prescribed burn took place in November 2019.

Above: Another patch of unburnt understorey north of Cup
Gum Track in the area that the Bushrat Creek prescribed
burn took place in November 2019.

Below: View east from the rocky outcrop above Fox Bog.

Below: Twisted Chimney Track looking east.

Below: Tom’s seat alongside Cup Gum Track.

Below: Fern Creek from Bandicoot Track.

Photo Gallery (cont.):
A number of native plant species have woody fruits that open after fire to release seed, so that they can germinate in the
freshly burnt ground, with little competition.

Above: Hakea rostrata (Beaked Hakea).

Above: Allocasuarina striata (Stalked Oak-bush).

Below: Banksia marginata (Silver Banksia).

Below: Isopogon ceratophyllus (Horny Cone-bush).

Below: The seed of Eucalyptus baxteri (Brown Stringybark)
was also released from its woody capsules.

Below: New green growth already emerging from the
Xanthorrhoea semiplana (Yacca), just a week after the fire.

Photo Gallery (cont.):

Above: Our visit to the fire ground with Landscape SA Hills
& Fleurieu staff coincides with a rainy day, less than two
weeks after the fire. This is another patch of unburnt
understorey next to Mount Bold Ridge Track.

Above: We were able to visit the burn area along
Eulamphrus Reach when rangers visited during an Almanda
Creek bush gardening day.

Above: A rain-soaked Blue Gum Flats.

Above: Regenerating native understorey alongside
Eulamphrus Reach—including Carex, Microlaena and
Ranunculus species.
Below: Regenerating Stellaria angustifolia (Swamp
Starwort).

Below: Degradable coir logs were installed in Fern Creek by
SA Water staff to reduce erosion when heavy rain was
forecast.

Photo Gallery (cont.):
Below: The Mackereth Creek area of Scott Creek before and after the fire.

Above: Mackereth Cottage 20th December 2020.

Above: Mackereth Cottage and the grassy area to its south
on 20th December 2020.

Below: Mackereth Cottage 26th January 2021, two days
after the fire.

Above: The Mackereth Cottage area again on 26th January
2021, two days after the fire.
Below: The view south along Scott Creek towards the back
of Mackereth Cottage from the car park to its north.

Below: The same area on 10th February 2021, about two
weeks after the fire, showing the regrowth of the grasses.

DEW Fire Management:

The prescribed burn planned for Cave Creek and referred to as Shingleback A22 by DEW was originally planned for autumn
2020 but didn’t go ahead. It had been rescheduled for autumn 2021, but the Cherry Gardens fire took place before this was
possible. It does, however, mean that there is a post-fire weed management plan already prepared for this area, which would
have been worked to by the DEW fire management unit. We are hopeful that they will still be available to undertake some of
this work, despite it not being a prescribed burn. A future prescribed burn in the Panhandle and extending into adjacent SA
Water land to the west was initially scheduled for 2022. This and other prescribed burns in the areas nearby are unlikely to
take place in the next several years, until habitat across the broader landscape have had an opportunity to recover.

The above map shows the fire severity of the Cherry Gardens fire, overlaid on a map with historical fires in the area since 2011,
including the recent prescribed burns in Bushrat Creek (2016) and Quarry Ridge (2019).
Of particularly note, the area of the 2016 prescribed burn in Bushrat Creek shows the fire as being less severe, and this was
evident in early visits into the fire zone with NPWSSA staff and some of the photos, which show tree canopy, and even some
areas of understorey, remained green and unburnt in patches.
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Protecting endangered species during the Cherry Gardens fire
Three significant patches of habitat were protected during the recent Cherry Gardens fire thanks to valuable onsite information
from members of DEW’s newly expanded National Parks and Wildlife Service South Australia (NPWSSA) Natural Values team.

Protecting essential habitat in Mount Bold with a strategic backburn.
The expert team consisted of DEW Ecologists Andy Sheath and Anthony Abley, and Murraylands and Riverland Landscape
Board Ecologist Wendy Stubbs.
They provided crucial ecological information quickly and directly as technical advice to the Incident Management Team (IMT),
which included staff from Country Fire Service and DEW, with liaisons from SA Water, Local Government and SA Police.
The advice helped IMT to develop plans and strategies to save critical refuge areas for endangered fauna species, along with
protecting 10 nationally threatened plant species.
The strategy which was put in place was a backburn during the evening, to protect a large area of Mount Bold with vegetation
of the right age and structure to provide essential habitat in the fire scar for bandicoots and birds to use as their habitat regenerates. The added bonus is that the threatened plants kept their habitat too.
This Adelaide Hills fire, which started on 24 January 2021, burnt two houses, 17 structures and 2565 hectares.
Most of the area burnt included habitat for the southern brown bandicoot Isoodon obesulus obesulus, the last bandicoot species naturally occurring in South Australia, the chestnut-rumped heathwren Hylacola pyrrhopygia parkeri, and threatened plant
species such the stiff white spider-orchid Caladenia rigida, leafy greenhood Pterostylis cucullata ssp. Sylvicola and Mount Lofty
speedwell Veronica derwentiana ssp. homalodonta.
For Fire Management Director Fiona Gill it’s situations such as a fire threat where the fast acting work of a NPWSSA Natural
Values Officer comes to the fore.
‘By providing timely information and advice to the IMT about protecting these and other natural values that might be affected
by a bushfire or bushfire suppression activities, threatened species have a greater chance of protection,’ Fiona said.
‘The diligent teamwork of all these emergency service partners goes a long way in helping to protect the community and
threatened plants and animals.’
For further information about the work of the Natural Values team contact Fire Management Manager Knowledge & Mapping Mike Wouters.

Environmental Defenders Office:
Environmental Defenders Office (EDO) is the largest environmental legal centre in the Australia-Pacific, dedicated
to protecting our climate, communities and shared environment by providing access to justice, running
groundbreaking litigation and leading law reform advocacy.
EDO lawyers provide up to 15 minutes of free legal advice on certain planning and environmental law matters.
For legal advice email inquiries@edo.org.au.
More information can be found on their website https://www.edo.org.au/get-advice/

We are an accredited community legal service and a non-government, not-for-profit organisation that uses the law
to protect and defend Australia’s wildlife, people and places.
Since 1985, we’ve offered expert legal advice to thousands of ordinary people and community groups, taken bold
and groundbreaking environmental cases to court and fought for laws that better protect our land, air and water.
Our track record of legal victories spans more than three decades.
We work all around the country, with farmers, conservation groups, Traditional Owners, and people from all walks
of life and all manner of places – from the heart of the outback to the centres of our biggest cities.
We are a united national organisation with eight offices around Australia.

Update on Kangaroo Island Development:
On Tuesday 9th February, the Eco-Action KI group advised in a Facebook post:

“The Public Parks NOT Private Playgrounds consortium won’t be having our day in court
but we have secured changes to the AWC proposal that put it (almost) ‘back on the
track’ and funding for threatened species conservation and fire recovery projects.
The court case has been settled and a settlement agreement has been signed by us
and the SA Department for Environment and Water, and the Australian Walking
Company (AWC).
The fight for Flinders Chase is by no means concluded and we must stay strong and strategic.”
An article in The Islander gave more information:
“Eco-Action spokesperson Fraser Vickery said that the main environmental objections [to the proposal] were,
among other things, that there had been minimal public consultation and that the accommodation pods needed to
be located close to the trail to lessen the environmental impact.
"Most of our objections have been addressed through the recent consultation process and it's pleasing that
concessions made include AWC replacing the Sandy Creek campsite with a new site at Rocky River which gets the
accommodation back to the Kangaroo Island Wilderness Trail," Mr Vickery said.
In addition, there will be a significant reduction in the number and extent of new access tracks with pre-existing
tracks now being used where possible.

Mr Vickery said that the agreement had also delivered a funding commitment for post fire recovery projects in
Flinders Chase.
"It's also encouraging that in the spirit and the intent of the partnership there is a funding commitment from the
Department for Environment and Water to deliver these important and necessary post-fire recovery projects to
support threatened species and ecosystems in partnership with the two key environment groups on the Island," Mr
Vickery said.
"The work of members of Eco-Action, Friends of Parks and our supporters in the community throughout this long
process must be recognised.
"We are now entering into a process to draft a new management plan for Flinders Chase and this plan must be
based on the fact that the primary management objective for the park is to conserve biodiversity."
There has not been a further update yet from the Public Parks not Private Playgrounds group, although they did
share this post from ‘Wild’ magazine, which may be of interest:
“In the current issue of Wild, we've run one of the most important pieces we've run in years: ‘Luxury Lodges =
Wilderness Lost’. It’s an in-depth examination of the pernicious influence of huts and lodges in our national parks,
and the threats posed by their developments—both already-constructed and those still in planning. In short, we
believe that our national parks should not be for sale, and that private development for accommodation should
occur beyond park boundaries. The reasons are many, but key issues include environmental sustainability, the
preservation of wilderness values, and equality of access. It’s part of a two-part series that we urge you to read,
and it’s up on our website now. Go to: http://wild.com.au/.../luxury-lodges-means-wilderness-lost/”
You can keep an eye out for further updates at https://www.facebook.com/publicparksNOTprivateplaygrounds
As reported by Mark Parnell, MLC:
“In a cynical move designed to fast-track and “appeal-proof” private tourism projects in Flinders Chase National
Park on Kangaroo Island, the State Government introduced new Regulations, on January 21st, to over-ride existing
environmental protections.
The new Regulations work by exempting any private development “for the purpose of tourism” in the National Park
from any proper scrutiny or assessment. Under these new Regs, there will be:
1.

No requirement to assess the merits of the development against the local planning scheme;

2.

No requirement to consult any other agencies, bodies, local council or environmental experts;

3.

No Public consultation and no right of comment, representation or appeal;

4.

Clearance of unspecified amounts of native vegetation inside the National Park for roads, tracks,
accommodation, service buildings, car parks, fire breaks and anything else regarded as incidental to tourism.”

The change to regulations was passed in Parliament.

Calendar of Environmental Events coming up:
Sunday 7th March is Clean Up Australia Day
Clean Up Australia inspires and empowers communities
to clean up, fix up and conserve our environment.
What was started thirty years ago, by an "average
Australian bloke" who had a simple idea to make a
difference in his own backyard has now become the
nation's largest community-based environmental event.
Of course, Australia's waste challenges can't be solved
in just one day, so over the past three decades, Clean
Up Australia has evolved into an organisation that works
with community, government and businesses to provide
practical solutions to help us all live more sustainably
every day of the year.
Today our focus is as much on preventing rubbish
entering our environment as it is removing what has
already accumulated.
It is hard to believe that this initiative began as the inspiration of one man, Ian Kiernan. An avid sailor, Ian was
shocked and disgusted by the pollution and rubbish that he continually encountered in the oceans of the world.
Taking matters into his own hands, Ian organised a community event with the support of a committee of friends,
including co-founder Kim McKay AO.
This simple idea ignited an enthusiasm and desire among the local community to get involved and make a
difference. And surely if a capital city could be mobilised into action, then so could the whole nation! And so it was
that Clean Up Australia Day was born in 1990.
https://www.cleanup.org.au/community
Monday 22nd March is World Water Day
Water means different things to different people.
This conversation is about what water means to you.
How is water important to your home and family life, your livelihood, your cultural
practices, your wellbeing, your local environment?
In households, schools and workplaces, water can mean health, hygiene, dignity
and productivity.
In cultural, religious and spiritual places, water can
mean a connection with creation, community and
oneself.
In natural spaces, water can mean peace, harmony
and preservation.
Today, water is under extreme threat from a growing
population, increasing demands of agriculture and
industry, and the worsening impacts of climate
change.
Tell us your stories, thoughts and feelings about water.
By recording - and celebrating - all the different ways
water benefits our lives, we can value water properly
and safeguard it effectively for everyone.
Join the conversation about what water means to
you.as
Share your views on social media. Tag your post with
#WorldWaterDay and #Water2me.
https://www.worldwaterday.org

Thursday 22nd April is Earth Day 2021
When life around the globe returns to normal, our world cannot return to
business-as-usual.
Our global community has been shocked by the largest global crisis in a
generation. COVID-19 has shown us the necessity of thinking ahead, but
the next crises are already on their way. Climate change, species loss,
pandemics and massive natural disasters might define the future —
unless we do something now. We have the solutions, both natural and technological… we just need the will.
Join EARTHDAY.ORG and over 1 billion participants around the world and take action on April 22nd.
TOGETHER, WE WILL RESTORE OUR EARTH.
https://www.earthday.org/earth-day-2021
Saturday 22nd May is International Day for Biological
Diversity
The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) is the
international legal instrument for "the conservation of
biological diversity, the sustainable use of its components
and the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out
of the utilization of genetic resources" that has been
ratified by 196 nations.
Its overall objective is to encourage actions, which will lead to a sustainable future.
The conservation of biodiversity is a common concern of humankind. The Convention on Biological Diversity covers
biodiversity at all levels: ecosystems, species and genetic resources. It also covers biotechnology, including through
the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety. In fact, it covers all possible domains that are directly or indirectly related to
biodiversity and its role in development, ranging from science, politics and education to agriculture, business,
culture and much more.
The CBD’s governing body is the Conference of the Parties (COP). This ultimate authority of all governments (or
Parties) that have ratified the treaty meets every two years to review progress, set priorities and commit to work
plans.
The Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity (SCBD) is based in Montreal, Canada. Its main function is
to assist governments in the implementation of the CBD and its programmes of work, to organize meetings, draft
documents, and coordinate with other international organizations and collect and spread information. The
Executive Secretary is the head of the Secretariat.
https://www.un.org/en/observances/biological-diversity-day/convention
Preparations for the Post-2020 Biodiversity Framework
During the fifteenth meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity will adopt a
post-2020 global biodiversity framework as a stepping stone towards the 2050 Vision of "Living in harmony with
nature". In its decision 14/34 the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity adopted a
comprehensive and participatory process for the preparation of the post-2020 global biodiversity framework.
The negotiations to develop the post-2020 global biodiversity framework, prior to the fifteenth meeting of the
Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity, are being undertaken by a dedicated openended intersessional working group under the leadership of its two co-chairs, Mr. Francis Ogwal (Uganda) and Mr.
Basile van Havre (Canada) and overseen by the Bureau of the Conference of the Parties.
The process adopted by Parties to develop the post-2020 global biodiversity framework contains a set of principles
to guide its implementation, an organization of work and sets out a comprehensive consultation process, including
provisions for global, regional and thematic consultation meetings. An information note on ways and means to
contribute to the development of the post-2020 global biodiversity framework has been developed to provide
background information and to outline various opportunities for Parties, other Governments, and all relevant
organizations and stakeholders to participate.
Updates on the implementation of the process for developing the post-2020 global biodiversity framework will be
made available here and this page will be regularly updated. In this light please continue to consult this page for up
to date information on the post-2020 process.
https://www.cbd.int/conferences/post2020

Autumn Program of Activities March – May 2021

The Friends of Scott Creek Conservation Park welcome visitors to any of our activities, but it is best to contact us
beforehand to confirm details, as changes and cancellations can occur.
For enquiries or information see contact details next page or on our website www.friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au.
NOTE: Activities in the park and social events in the Adelaide Hills will be cancelled if a fire ban or severe weather
warning/thunderstorms are announced for the Mount Lofty Ranges. Bird banding will also be cancelled in
conditions that may adversely affect the birds. See links to BOM & CFS websites below.
Bushcare activities: meet at 9.00am, Almanda Mine Car Park, Dorset Vale Rd
This enables everyone to sign in and in case of last minute changes. Dress appropriately and BYO morning tea and a
back pack to carry it in, as we often work away from the cars.
Bush gardening also occurs mid-week at Almanda Creek, contact our Administration Assistant for details.
Month
MARCH
Tuesday
Saturday, Sunday
Sunday
Saturday, Sunday
Thursday

Date

Activity

Location

2
6, 7
14
20, 21
25

Saturday

27

Bushcare
Bird banding
Bushcare
Bird banding
Social Lunch
All Welcome
Bushcare

G21 Area 20 NE (mid-track Logania Creek): Boneseed, Erica, etc.
Almanda Track, Gate 18, 7:30am
G21 Area 28 south, Derwentia Creek, south Quarry Ridge Track
DV, Derwentia Valley via G21, 7:30am
Mylor Harvest Café, 240 Strathalbyn Road, Cnr of Leslie Creek
Road (opp. Oval), 12 noon
G21 Area 27 south, Lower Cascade & Cherry Creeks: Erica, Rose,
Blackberry

APRIL
Tuesday
Sunday
Tuesday

6
11
13

Panhandle Area 32 SW (Fairywren Creekline): Boneseed, etc.
G21 Area 30 west: Boneseed, Erica, etc.
Cherry Gardens CFS, 294 Cherry Gardens Rd, 7.30pm

Saturday, Sunday
Saturday
Tuesday

17, 18
24
27

Bushcare
Bushcare
General mtg
All welcome!
Bird banding
Bushcare
Social Lunch
All welcome!

MAY
Saturday, Sunday
Tuesday
Sunday
Saturday, Sunday
Saturday
Tuesday

1, 2
4
9
15, 16
22
25

Bird Banding
Bushcare
Bushcare
Bird banding
Bushcare
Social Lunch
All welcome!

Almanda Valley/Swamp, Gate 16, 7:00am
G21 Area 20 south: Boneseed, Erica, etc.
G20 Area 32 Panhandle Creek: Broom, stray Olives, etc.
MC, Mackereth Cottage, 7:00am
Meet as usual. Location to be advised.
Fred’s, Aldgate (220 Mt Barker Rd), 12 noon

PH, Panhandle via Gate 20, 7:00am
G18 Area 27-30 upper creeklines - Helipad cnr: Boneseed, etc.
Coffeed, Shop 4, The Hub, Aberfoyle Park (near Foodland), 12
noon

BOM website: http://www.bom.gov.au/australia/meteye/dorset-vale
CFS website: https://www.cfs.sa.gov.au/site/bans_and_ratings

Office bearers:
Any queries on Friends activities, please contact the relevant person below, general queries to
info@friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au
President: Jim Spiker (M) 0430 247 705, Email: president@friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au
Vice President: Peter Watton (M) 0427 010 949, Email: info@friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au
Treasurer & Minute Secretary: Donella Peters, (H) 8339 5639 (M) 0407 417 247,
Email: treasurer@friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au
Correspondence Secretary: Diana Wright Email: secretary@friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au
Administration Assistant: Jenny Dawes (H) 8388 2297 (M) 0427 841 425,
Email: info@friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au
Membership Officer: Lorraine Billett (H) 8278 6623 (M) 0427 093 839, Email: lorray66@tpg.com.au

Other roles and positions:
Bird Banding Coordinator: Jim Spiker (contact details above)
Bushcare Coordinator: Jenny Dawes (contact details above)
Assistant Bushcare Coordinator: Glenn Giles (M) 0413 615 514, Email: gilesgd81@gmail.com
Bushcare — Grants & Funding, Contractor Liaison & Reporting: Peter Watton (contact details above)
Bush Gardening Almanda Creek: John Wamsley (M) 0407 716 074, Email: john@johnwamsley.com
Editor Bandicoot Tails & Facebook: Peter Watton (contact details above)
Website Coordinator: Rick Williams (M) 0424 308 011, Email: webmaster@friendsofscottcreek.org.au

